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The Holiday Sister’s just can’t catch a break. After the death of their father on Christmas Day, secrets continued to

pour out. The sister’s decided that the New Year would be a fresh start for all of them, so they decided to travel to New

York to watch the ball drop together. Everything was going fine until each of them returned to their respective

homes. 

Andrea is moving forward with her life and is still getting used to the idea of being pregnant. D’Mari is all that she

dreamt of in a man, but will the long distance become more of a strain on their budding relationship? With all that

surrounded her father’s death, Drea had totally forgotten about her stalker situation until she was starkly reminded

of it. Not knowing who is after her, will Drea turn to D’Mari for help? Or will she try to resolve it on her own, costing

her more than she bargained for?

Anastasia Holiday can’t believe how her divorce from Richard has turned into a complete nightmare. Drea continues

to help her and things are finally looking up, until the unexpected occurs. Will Anastasia ever get her divorce from

Richard legally, or will his final attempt at destroying her life be successful? After all, he knows that Kyler is the link

to her happiness. 

Alyssa Holiday still can’t believe the turn of events that her career has taken. She wanted to be an FBI agent for so

long and worked hard to make her dream come true. However, when a new light is shined on her fiancé Corey, Lyssa

feels like she has been backed into a corner. Her heart and her head are pulling in different directions. Will this new

information make her decision about her job easier? Will she continue to plan a wedding even with all the chaos? Or,
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will she be looking for a new job and a new man simultaneously? 

Alexis Holiday wasn’t all that concerned about JR’s profession until it hit close to home—very close. She now has to

decide whether or not money and the only man that she has ever loved is worth causing heartache to her family. To

add to her troubles, Lexi now feels like J.R. isn’t the man that she thought he was. Will the newfound couple

overcome these obstacles, or will it be the end to something beautiful? 

After all of the drama, secrets, and lies have been revealed, will the Holiday Sisters get their happily ever after, or are

some things just too good to be true? Find out all the answers in Thug Holiday 3: Valentine’s Edition by best-selling

authors Twyla T, Patrice Balark, Dani Littlepage, and J. Dominique. 
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